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Summary: microRNA (miRNA), key regulators of gene expression, are prime targets for adenosine
deaminase acting on RNA (ADAR) enzymes. Although ADAR-mediated A-to-I miRNA editing has
been shown to be essential for orchestrating complex processes, including neurodevelopment and
cancer progression, only a few human miRNA editing sites have been reported. Several computational
approaches have been developed for the detection of miRNA editing in small RNAseq data, all based
on the identification of systematic mismatches of ‘G’ at primary adenosine sites in known miRNA
sequences. However, these methods have several limitations, including their ability to detect only one
editing site per sequence (although editing of multiple sites per miRNA has been reproducibly
validated), their focus on uniquely mapping reads (although 20% of human miRNA are transcribed
from multiple loci), and their inability to detect editing in miRNA genes harboring genomic variants
(although 73% of human miRNA loci include a reported SNP or indel). To overcome these limitations,
we developed miRmedon, that leverages large scale human variation data, a combination of local and
global alignments, and a comparison of the inferred editing and error distributions, for a confident
detection of miRNA editing in small RNAseq data. We demonstrate its improved performance as
compared to currently available methods and describe its advantages.
Availability
and
implementation:
https://github.com/Amitai88/miRmedon
Contact: alal@bgu.ac.il
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Introduction
Owing to their double stranded structure, miRNA are considered prime targets for A-to-I RNA editing,
a site-specific deamination of adenosine to inosine carried out by adenosine deaminase acting on RNA
(ADAR) enzymes. miRNA are central regulators of gene expression and their editing has been shown
to be essential for orchestrating complex processes such as neuronal development and cancer
progression (Behm and Öhman, 2016; Wang and Liang, 2018). A-to-I editing can efficiently alter
miRNA biogenesis and/or targeting, thereby leading to global gene expression shifts (Tassinari et al.,
2019). Despite their emerging role in human health and disease, very few human miRNA editing sites
have been reported (Pinto et al., 2018).

Several computational approaches have been developed for the detection of miRNA editing in small
RNAseq data, all based on the identification of systematic mismatches of ‘G’ at primary adenosine sites
in known miRNA sequences (Alon et al., 2012; Vesely et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2016). These methods
have several limitations, including the ability to detect only one editing site per sequence (although
editing of multiple sites per miRNA has been reproducibly validated), the focus on uniquely mapping
reads only (although roughly half of the human miRNA genes are transcribed from multiple loci), and
inability to detect editing miRNA harboring genomic variants (although 73% of human miRNA loci
include a SNP or indel). To overcome these limitations we developed miRmedon, miRNA multiple
editing detection.

A major barrier in confidently detecting editing events in small RNAseq is cross-mapping, namely the
likely mapping of a putatively edited miRNA sequence to multiple loci, including those from which it
did not originate (de Hoon et al., 2010). For this reason, Alon et al. restricted their analysis to uniquely
mapping small RNA reads (Alon et al., 2012). However, this requirement excludes editing of the 20%
of all mature human miRNA that could have originated from several genomic loci. A more tolerant
approach was taken by Zheng et al. (Zheng et al., 2016) that used a cross-mapping correction method
(de Hoon et al., 2010). Yet, this method cannot detect multiple editing sites per miRNA, since
considering all possible editing events in mature miRNA aggravates the cross-mapping issue.

To overcome these limitations, we developed miRmedon, a novel framework for the confident detection
of multiple editing sites in a single read. miRmedon is based on a combination of local and global
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alignments to the genome and transcriptome, as well as consideration of large-scale population
variation data, and a comparison of the inferred editing distribution with the sequencing error
distribution. We demonstrate its improved performance for de novo detection of A-to-I miRNA editing
in several small RNAseq datasets, as compared to currently available methods.

Description
e-miRbase generation
The first step of miRmedon includes the in-silico generation of an extended, human variation-aware,
edited human miRNA collection. For that purpose, miRbase (Release 21, Griffiths-Jones et al., 2006)
was used to simulate all possible editing combinations, in which each miRNA is represented by all
possible editing combinations, i.e. with a guanosine in each primary adenosine position. Editing sites
mapped to a gnomAD SNP or those within 5bp of a gnomAD indel were excluded (a total of 18.8% of
sites, gnomAD release 2.1.1, Karczewski et al., 2019). All simulated edited miRNA sequences were
globally aligned to the human genome (GRCh38.p12, ) and transcriptome (Gencode 31, ) with Seqmap
(Jiang and Wong, 2008). Sequences that perfectly matched non-miRNA loci or transcripts were
discarded (Figure 1A).

Read clustering
Trimmed and quality inspected small RNAseq reads were locally aligned to e-miRbase using STAR
(version 2.6.1a) (Dobin et al., 2013). Further post-alignment filtering steps are taken. First, reads that
were soft-clipped more than X bp (adjustable parameter) at the ends are removed. In a similar manner,
the number of soft-clipped bases + number of mismatches could be restricted. Second, reads aligning
with a non-A/G mismatch to the putative editing site are removed. Finally, multi-mapped reads that
aligned to non-edited and edited reads are considered non-edited. Also, reads that mapped to several
edited form, are counted as the lowest edited form. At that stage and after read quantification, lowly
expressed clusters of both edited and non-edited miRNAs are ruled-out, while each reference sequence
for a multi-mapped read is counted as 1/number of loci. (Figure 1B)
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Read classification
Consensus sequences are generated for each reads cluster correspond to edited miRNA incorporating
both sequence and Phred quality score (supplementary materials and methods). Next, consensus
sequences of shorter or longer length than mature miRNA reference sequence length (0.9 < ratio < 1.1)
are filtered. Remaining consensus sequences are aligned to human genome (GRCh38.p12
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/grc)), with 1 mismatch allowed, using Seqmap (Jiang and Wong, 2008).
Edited miRNA forms whose representative sequences found aligned to locations not recognized as
miRNA loci are discarded. Sequences which not found aligned to human genome are aligned to human
transcriptome (Gencode version 31 (Harrow et al., 2012)) with the same procedure. Again, clusters
representative sequences found aligned to human transcriptome are not further considered as putative
edited miRNA sequences. (Figure 1C)

Editing site inference and editing level quantification
For each speculated editing sites, a posterior editing density is a beta distribution with parameters α =
number of reads with G mapped to the site + 1, and β = number of reads with A mapped to the site + 1
is formed. Additionally, error probabilities, as computed from Phred quality scores at each putative
editing site, were collected to form a second distribution. Monte-Carlo simulation was performed in
order to evaluate the confidence level for each putative editing site. Specifically, samples are randomly
drawn from the two distributions and compared. P value, namely the probability of observing guanosine
in each primary adenosine position due to sequencing error, is calculated as the number of incidences
in which error distribution drawn sample was equal to or greater than editing rate distribution drawn
sample, divided by the number of resamples. (Figure 1D)
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Fig 1. miRmedon pipeline. (A) e-miRbase - An extended version of miRbase is generated, in which each mature miRNA
sequence is represented by all possible combinations of putative editing. Each edimiRNA sequence was aligned to human
genome and transcriptome. Finally, all non-edited miRNAs and speculated edited miRNA sequences were assembled to
form e-miRbase. (B) Read clustering - Small-RNAseq reads are aligned to e-miRbase in order to identify potentially edited
miRNA reads following by several post-alignment filtering steps. (C) Read classification –for each reads cluster, a multiple
sequence alignment was performed followed by quality-dependent consensus sequence construction. After discarding unappropriate length consensus sequences, the remaining sequences are aligned to reference genome. Completely aligned
sequences are disposed, likewise sequences aligned with 1 mismatch to non-miRNA locus. On the contrary, un-aligned
sequences and those aligned with 1 mismatch to miRNA locus, are further treated as speculated edited miRNA sequences.
Second alignment step is performed aligning all un-aligned sequences to reference transcriptome. Again, all aligned
sequences, with up to 1 mismatch, are also discard. (D) Inference and quantification – for each putative editing site, a beta
distribution with the parameters α=1+number of reads with a ‘G’ at site, and β=1+number of ‘A’ at putative site + 1.
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Likewise, a second distribution is formed by calculating error sequencing probability extracted from ‘G’ base calls at the
putative editing site. A bootstrapped distribution with n samples was formed for the beta distribution (B*), as well as for
sequencing error distribution (E*), and a p-value was calculated as the number of times 𝑩𝒊∗ is less than or equal to 𝑬∗𝒊 divided
by n.

Advantages over existing methods
Improved sensitivity
a. By generating all possible combinations of substituting ‘A’ to ‘G’ at non variance-prone adenosine
sites, miRmedon allows the discovery of multiple prima facie editing events in a sole read. As a result,
miRmedon enables the detection of linked editing sites, i.e. editing events with high probability of been
observed simultaneously in single read. Moreover, previous proposed methods do not consider reads
containing additional non-reference mismatches arising by possible sequencing errors or SNPs (besides
A/G mismatches) as edited miRNA, thus fail to estimate the real editing rate. In certain cases,
substantial existent signal of A-to-I editing events will deemed as not-significant, i.e. as a sequencing
error artifact, due to this bias.
b. RNA modifications are overrepresented at the 3’ end of mature miRNA (Burroughs et al., 2010),
thus impeding the alignment process when using global aligner like Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009),
which have been utilized in previous suggested pipelines. In addition, small RNA seq data frequently
demonstrating low-quality calls at read’s ends, further contributing to this predicament. Recognizing
that, the mapping process (of both edited and non-edited miRNA reads) improve by employing STAR’s
local alignment mode to align small-RNA seq reads to e-miRbase, which allows for soft-clipping at
read’s ends. This utility spares the suggested transversal trimming of bases at the reads 3’ end (Alon et
al., 2012).

c. Our proposed statistical inference for discriminant substantial A-to-I editing signal from sequencing
error empower detection ability effectively to discover even lowly-edited sites, thereby propitious also
for small cohorts’ studies.
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Improved specificity
a. Since genomic SNV could incorrectly considered as A-to-I RNA editing event, thus all current tools
discard SNPs recorded at dbSNP (Sherry et al., 2001). Our pipeline leverages large scale population
variation data (gnomAD) to reduce the risk for false-positive results in pursuance of SNPs.
Furthermore, we exclusively exclude also all primary adenosine sites located at ±5 of indels indicated
by gnomAD.

b. The cross-mapping issue (de Hoon et al., 2010), which become more grievous by considering all
possible combinations of putative editing sites, is addressed by aligning consensus sequences of each
presumed edited miRNA reads cluster to the genome with Seqmap (Jiang and Wong, 2008), an aligner
designed for finding all possible loci where a read could originate from. In this manner, and by
generating quality-dependent and reference-free consensus sequences, the most likely representative
sequence of each cluster is obtained – hence, enabling accurate mapping and identification of speculated
edited miRNAs as distinct genomic entities. For this purpose, The GRCh38.p12 genome assembly of
all regions was used, including reference chromosomes, scaffolds, assembly patches and haplotypes.
Moreover, consensus sequences are also aligned to the transcriptome, in order to neglect any possibility
of mRNA fragment been considered as edited miRNA.

Results
To demonstrate the enhanced performance of miRmedon we exploited pooled human brain small
RNAseq data analyzed by Alon et al. (Alon et al., 2012) used them for introducing what became
predominantly the standard tool for miRNA editing detection. While Alon et al. discovered only 18
significant editing sites analyzing that dataset, miRmedon revealed 52 significant editing sites
(Supplementary Table 1). 12 out of 52 sites are overlapping with the founding of Alon et al.
(Supplementary Fig S1), while 5 sites of the remaining weren’t considered due to low supported reads
and higher threshold set in our analysis. Additional editing site detected by Alon et al. was an editing
site at the 6th position of hsa-miR-376b-3p, nevertheless our pipeline detected an editing site at the 6th
position of hsa-miR-376a-3p. Both miRNAs differ only at the last 3 bases, thus several reads could
potentially map to both miRNAs. Worth to mention that Alon at al. didn’t report the 6th position of hsamiR-376a-3p as an editing site.
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As it was argued, miRmedon enables the detection of multiple editing sites in a single read. Indeed,
several such reads were identified, for example the 12th and 17th position of hsa-let-7f-5p
(Supplementary Fig S2). While the 17th position found edited independently of the 12th position,
disregarding reads which contain G at both editing sites will results with an extremely low editing rate
of hsa-let-7f-5p 17th position (~0.14%) – which be probably inferred as a sequencing error by Alon at
al. pipeline. Nevertheless, miRmedon inferred both 12th and 17th as editing sites with editing levels of
1.06% and 1.21% respectively.

We compared our results to a comprehensive survey conducted by Pinto et al. (Pinto et al., 2018)
employing Alon et al. pipeline to analyze 10,593 samples of several tissues and conditions resulting
with a list of 58 reliable editing sites within 55 mature miRNAs. In addition, Pinto’s survey including
a list of 129 editing sites found in previous studies within 98 mature miRNAs. Essentially, those 129
sites could be collapsed into 125 editing sites, considering identical mature miRNAs which potentially
originated from different hairpins. Likewise, the 58 editing sites indicated by Pinto et al. are 57 mature
miRNA sites. Considering mature miRNA expression of the examined sample, there are 75 editing sites
potential for detection, while 39 of them noted by Pinto et al. as highly confident sites. We found an
overlap of 19 sites with 75 potentially previous reported editing sites, while 16 were included in Pinto’s
high confident editing sites (Supplementary Fig S2). Conclusively, miRmedon revealed 33 novel
editing sites. It should be noted that the ability of our tool to detect Pinto’s confident sites which were
not identified by Alon et al. isn't dependent on editing level (Supplementary Fig S3).

Examining the flanking nucleotides of the 52 editing sites detected in pooled human brain sample for
the 5’-UAG-3’ preferred motif of ADAR enzymes (Kleinberger and Eisenberg, 2010) we observed
certain bias for ‘U’ at the -1 position of the editing site (17 sites), nevertheless G was much more
represented at the +1 position (23 sites). Additionally, a depletion of G at the -1 position (5 sites) is
observed, as expected from editing site (Kleinberger and Eisenberg, 2010). Even by inspecting only the
36 sites which weren’t indicated by Pinto et al. as high confident editing sites, a strong signal for ADAR
preference motif is still maintained with 12 U and 18 G observed in -1 and +1 position respectively,
together with a depletion of G at the -1 position (4 sites). (Supplementary Fig S4).
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Next, we have taken Alon et al. strategy to endeavor validating editing sites detected in pooled human
brain tissue, by examine the effect of overexpressing ADAR1 or ADAR2 in glioblastoma cell-line and
compare editing rates in each putative editing site to control cells. First, we analyzed U87 glioblastoma
cell-line transiently over-expressing ADAR1. While 29 out of 52 putative edited miRNAs were
expressed in control cells, only one editing site showed slightly elevated editing level in treated cells
(5.7% Vs. 3.7%). Second, we followed the same procedure to analyze U118 cell-line stably overexpressing ADAR2. While 27 putative edited miRNA which found in pooled brain sample were
expressed in U118 cell-line, 7 found valid as ADAR2 substrates with no significant editing found in
control cells. Remarkably, 3 sites which found valid by this analysis are novel not yet reported A-to-I
editing sites. (Supplementary Fig S5).

Conclusion
miRmedon detects human A-to-I miRNA editing with better sensitivity and specificity as compared to
currently available approaches. Thus, employing it for de-novo detection of miRNA editing in small
RNAseq data can be harnessed to identify novel editing sites and gain much-needed insights into the
implications of miRNA editing in human health and disease.
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